Undercover Spy
Part 2
Turning up at the school the next day I was nervous and tried to remember all the mannerisms I
have been forced to learn in order to blend into the crowds, I walked with a natural sway of my hips
by walking down an imaginary line and placing one foot in front of the other until I walked in a
feminine way. I really wished that I could still use the self hypnoses to use all of my feminine skills
without thinking, but after I had overused it since the planetary shift, it had left me with severe
migraines, unfortunately I realised that ruled it out as an option.
Following the signs directing the group that I had been assigned to, I entered one of the school
rooms and found a group of women of various ages sitting around talking to each other, with
nothing to lose I approached them and introduced myself.
“Hi I’m Elsa Abbott.”
“Hello Elsa, I am Patricia and this is Karen, Toni, Samantha, Carol and Julie” one of them said as she
pointed to each person in turn.
Smiling I asked “Is anyone else nervous today?”
“I am” Samantha and Julie both said.
With a look of relief towards them I said “In one way I am on edge as I don’t know if I can do any
more magic but I am also very keen to learn if it’s possible.”
“That’s the reason you’re all here, to learn magic so you can join the Society and help control the
dum males” a voice said from the doorway.
Turning around I saw Janis Stockwell standing there but before I could say anything Karen spoke up.
“Why do you call males dum?”
“Because they can’t do magic Karen” Janis replied.
“O.K. But why can’t they do magic Janis, as I found it easy enough?”
With a sigh she answered “I was going to leave it to later to explain it but as you have asked I will tell
you what we know, the main reason that us females can do magic but males can’t comes down to
brain chemistry and the way it is wired.”
Realising that this information was a gold mine I tried to keep my excitement in check and asked “So
because a man’s mind is wired up differently to a females, they can’t do magic?”
“That’s correct Susan” Janis replied.
“Susan” Patricia asked?
With a nod of my head I explained “When I turned up for testing yesterday I had amnesia and
couldn’t remember my name, so Janis decided to call me Susan till I remembered it”. Turning to
Janis I continued “As I was resting last night my headache finally disappeared along with my
amnesia, my name is Elsa Abbott”.
“That’s great news Elsa, so shall we get started.”

We all agreed and listened to Janis as she explained that the power for magic came from within a
person, it was often mistaken for tricks and misdirection by those who didn’t understand how it
worked.
“Magic at its core has three points that you need to be aware of, power, focus and control. I will
explain each point on its own but let’s start with power, does anyone know what power feels like
inside your body and where it’s located?”
After looking around Karen spoke up when the rest of us looked clueless “The feelings I get when
think of magic is a tingling effect like as if there’s a live electrical current inside of me, but I can’t
locate it as it seems all over my body when I think about it.”
Nodding Janis said “Well done Karen, what you are describing is the raw power of magic flowing
through your body and most females can only sense part of it now and then, with training they can
focus their mental awareness onto certain parts of their body and eventually onto their whole body
in one go, the fact that you are sensing the energy flow through your whole body means that you
have a well-trained mind and you will find this training easier.”
“Thank you Janis, I felt that was the case but I wasn’t sure” Karen answered.
Looking around Janis said “Ok what about the rest of you, try to empty your minds so you are not
focused on anything and see if you can sense your inner power.”
One by one the others in the room tried and reported various degrees of success until I was the only
one left, then all eyes turned to towards me and so with a calming breath I focused my will on where
I sensed my power inside, being relaxed I felt tingles appear in my body before they settled into a
gentle but energetic feeling of energy all over my body. If I focused on it slightly the tingle effect of
the energy would raise itself up to my awareness and then fall back into a sort of background noise
when I stopped focusing on it, so letting the energy levels fade I suddenly reached a balanced point
inside and felt a warm area appear around my heart chakra that slowly started spread out filling my
whole body.
I hadn’t noticed at the time but Janis had taken a few steps away from me causing me to look up in
surprise when she spoke “How are you feeling Elsa?”
“At first I got this tingling effect in different parts of my body that just sort of faded into a
background noise all over my body, then I felt a warmth appear in the middle of my chest that slowly
spread out through my whole body, it makes me kinder feel balanced, is this part of magic as, I’ve
felt like this for ages?” I replied.
“I’m not sure as I haven’t sensed a power like it before, tell me have you had any training on
developing your mental powers or worked on mental control?”
“Well the only magical training I have had was yesterday when you tested me before I could do
magic, as for mental control, I don’t think so but the only thing that comes to mine is my reiki
training.”
“Reiki, isn’t that some form of healing?”
“I think so but I’m only level 1 and I don’t understand the higher levels.”
“Maybe that’s what I can sense in you, I know you’re telling the truth so you must have a natural
ability that I’ve never encountered before, anyway getting back to the lesson, power is inside you
and is often referred to as your inner power, focus is how you direct that power using your mental

awareness, while control is all about regulating how much power you use so you don’t become
drained or kill yourselves by using up your energy levels. To practice your control and focusing we
are going to have some fun, please get up and collect a mug of water from the other table before
coming back here.”
Getting up I walked over to the table and saw that all the mugs looked the same, so picking up a mug
of cold water I headed back to my seat, getting a thought I smiled and channelled my power through
my hand and projected the heat it generated into the mug and water to warm it up before placing it
down on the table.
“Ok Ladies” Janis said “Place your hands around your mugs and focus your inner power into the
water to warm it up.” Seeing that I wasn’t doing was she said she asked “Elsa why are you not doing
to exercise?”
With a smile I replied “Because I have already warmed the water.”
“Already, you couldn’t have as you didn’t have the time, let me check” reaching out she stuck a
finger into my mug of water and quickly pulled it back out scolded a bright red and I could see the
pain in her face as she murmured “Stupid, so flipping stupid.”
Gently I asked “Janis, do you want me to try my reiki to try and ease the pain in your finger?”
Looking surprised she jokingly said “Sure let’s see if your healing magic has any effect.”
So reaching out gently I held Janis’s finger in my right hand and moved my awareness inside to the
core of my power, taking a breath I willed my power into the finger and watched as Janis flinched as
the warmth of the healing energy started working.
To the amazement of all in the room Janis’s finger suddenly started glowing as the burn quickly
faded away until it was fully healed, there was a sudden gasp of breath from Janis as she
remembered a tale, looking at me she said “Elsa you’re a Healer.”
Smiling I replied “Well it looks like my reiki is has gotten a boost with this magic, so I guess you are
correct Janis.”
Shaking her head with a said look she replied “No you don’t understand Elsa, the Society has a tale
from the old days that an enemy they once fought had the ability to heal any injury like you just did
and that is why they were called the Healers.”
“But that doesn’t make me your enemy as I haven’t herd of these so called Healers and I am willing
to learn what you can teach me.”
“It doesn’t matter Elsa as we have standing orders from our leader that any healers discovered have
to be killed so that they can’t work against us.”
“So the fact that I healed your injury means that you are going to kill me now, that’s gratitude for
you” I said with a sarcastic tone.
With a sad smile Janis replied “No I do owe you for healing my finger after my stupid error so I won’t
kill you right now, I will give you a few hours to run before I report it to my higher up, so go before I
change my mind.”
Turning around I quickly headed out of the room and the school grounds whilst sending a telepathic
message to Cindy *Cindy, I’m on the run as the Society have an old tale about an enemy they once

fought that could heal any injury called the Healers, it also turns out I have this ability although I
didn’t realise it.*
*Sorry to hear that Elsa, but are you saying you can heal, any injury?*
*Apparently, but so far all I have healed is a burnt finger.*
*Well the other Healers I know don’t have that ability, but I do know someone who could do with
some healing if you are willing, they are also in hiding from the society as like you they are a male to
female crossdresser.*
*Of course I will help, see you in a bit.*
A few hours later back at the school Janis sent a message to her boss *Christine are you available for
a report?*
*Sure Janis, go ahead.*
*You know that old tale about the enemy who could heal any injury?*
*Yes I remember that tale, it was supposed to be what the Healers of old could do but none of the
Healers we are currently fighting have shown that ability.*
*Well I’m sorry to report it, but that might have just changed as in one of my magic lessons I
stupidly burnt my finger, luckily for me one of my trainees managed to fully heal it. I say lucky for
me but not for the Society as it looks like that healing ability has returned.*
*If that the case why didn’t you kill her when you had the chance, as I sense this happened a few
hours ago?*
*Two reasons, one, I didn’t think I could take her as she has a power I have never felt before and
two, I didn’t want to scare the other trainees off.*
*Well Janis, this war just got interesting.*
*Yes it has Christine, yes it has.*
To be continued in Part 3

